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IMPGEO Preface
The 'Verse is a very intriguing yet dangerous place to 
live in. Everyone, at least once, found themselves in an 
alarming situation. Chased by pirates in some remote 
region of space, attacked by strangers on a distant 
moon.

Every now and then, we are threatened by someone 
and we need to defend ourselves from the menaces we 
might encounter.

There are many ways to defend yourself from criminal 
acts in UEE. You can rely on the police or the navy but, 
ultimately, you might find yourself going solo against all 
odds.

That's the time to lock and load and to take a deep 
breath. To fight against evil forces. To complete your 
mission. But you can't survive or complete a mission 
without being prepared. You need to know what you 
can rely on. You need to know which weapon to use.

To simply put, you need to read this magazine.

"Never let the future disturb you. You will meet it, if you 
have to, with the same weapons of reason which today arm 
you against the present." 
- Marcus Aurelius

From the Direct Hit Team
In this month's issue of Direct Hit, we will be taking a 
look at Empire's most common long-range rifles.

We will put three rifles from four manufacturers and 
four very distinct design patterns to the test and see 
which one is the best for your needs.

This is not just a test of accuracy, but also overall build 
quality, ease of use and versatility.

Before we start, we would like to say that your choice 
of weapon is only YOURS. You shouldn’t pick a gun 
because someone told you to. You should pick a gun 
because it fits your mission and your person.



Arrowhead

Klaus & Werner specialize in designing and manufac-
turing the perfect energy weapon with each of their 
models. 
Being a relatively young kid on the block of weapons 
manufacturers KLWE has mostly failed to break into 
the military market controlled by established names 
like Behring.
KLWE is very popular amongst individual pilots and 
small companies. Their well-engineered, reliable and 
reasonably priced lineup of ship and personal weapons 
has caught the eye of many pilots, explorers and regular 
citizens who need a little bit of personal firepower.

Aimed more towards the exploration and private mili-
tary parts of their market the Arrowhead completes 
the KLWE personal weapon lineup. KLWE is all about 
consistency when it comes to the design of their per-
sonal weapons.
The Arrowhead features the same ergonomic grip as 
the Gallant and Lumin making training and getting used 
to the rifle a little easier if you are using other KLWE 
rifles. The same applies to the magazine, its design is 
similar enough to the other KLWE rifles for it to fit into 
the magazine pouches you already have. 
Which is a great move towards encouraging people to 
make their entire loadout KLWE. Rechargeable magazine

Adjustable stock

8x Monitor Scope

Klaus & Werner (KLWE)



A lot of people dislike energy weapons 
because of their inherent drawbacks like less 
stopping power and range. The Arrowhead is 
no exception. It may not deliver as much 
punch as comparable ballistic rifles but this 
also means there is less recoil which allows 
you to place quick follow-up shots where 
needed.

KLWE have tried to bridge this gap by adding 
a charged shot to the rifle. By holding down 
the trigger you overcharge the capacitors so 
that on release the energy projectile flies fur-
ther and delivers more power. 
This comes at the cost of more heat and more 
charge being depleted from the magazine.

Here is a fun fact about KLWE magazines. The 
unique chemical composition of the batteries, 
a closely guarded secret of the company, 
allows you to partially recharge them over a 
campfire. You may think that's pretty irrele-
vant, but in a survival situation, it might be 
something that saves your life. Besides that, 
every KLWE firearm comes with a charger for 
compatible magazines so that you never need 

Overall the Arrowhead is a well built, reliable and versatile long-range energy weapon. 
And it's available in more colors than we can fit on one page. If you are looking to add a 
long-range option to your personal armory, the Arrowhead might just be the thing you are 
looking for.





P6 - LR

Another great piece of hardware from the Behring line.

Behring Concern is well known across the UEE and 
beyond for their top of the line ballistic personal weap-
ons as well as their capital ship weaponry.

Behring Applied Technology 
(BEHR)

Best known for their P4-AR assault rifle, in 2949 Beh-
ring rolled out the P6-LR line of precision rifles. Beh-
ring have been looking to complete their lineup of 
personal weapons. Starting from their original P8 line 
of assault rifles and designated marksman rifles, fol-
lowed by the P8-SC submachine gun line deriving the 
same bolt and loading mechanism. The P4-AR line was 
the original assault rifle line, while it was very popular 
for a long time it is now being quickly overtaken by P8 
sales.

The P6 is excellent at delivering a nice punch over a 
large distance. The only drawback is its overall size and 
weight, it ranks amongst the largest and heaviest per-
sonal weapons out there. But with the stopping power 
and armor-piercing potential it comes with, do you 
really care?
The P6-LR can punch through just about anything you 
can think of. It will defeat most heavy armors and with 
the right ammo and good aim you might even be able 
to disable some light armored vehicles like Cycloness 
or Dragonflies.

8 Round Magazine

8-16x Optical Scope

Foldable/Adjustable Stock

Recoil Dampener



However, as mentioned earlier, the rifle itself is quite 
hefty, even in the folded configuration and this makes 
it a must to have a stable shooting position whenever 
you are actually trying to hit something. Also at the 
price of around 300 UEC per magazine you are going 
to want to make every shot count.

The design of the P6 goes with the S38 pistol released 
earlier that year. Though with the much larger weapon 
to work with, it seems the designers at Behring decid-
ed to take a page from the design language of their 
popular M-series ship laser cannons.

Whether this is purely accidental or an active effort to 
visually bind the Behring ship and personal weapon 
lines remains to be seen. We have asked Behring to 
comment on this but at the time of the release of this 
magazine we have not received a reply.

M5A Cannon





Scalpel
Kastak Arms have a reputation for making guns that 
are exactly that. At first glance, KSAR weapons may 
seem as if someone welded random parts together and 
somehow it worked. While in fact, it's a well thought 
out design that simply lacks the fluff you would see 
with other brands, and for some, this is the charm of 
Kastar firearms. It is also what makes them so afford-
able and easy to maintain.
KSAR builds on aggressive marketing and cheap, reli-
able, no-frills designs of their firearms and armor. This 
has helped KSAR expand from their home system of 
Vega to all over the UEE.

Kastak Arms (KSAR)

In a line of exotic weapons, the Scalpel doesn't look 
that far out of place. It features the same grip design as 
other KSAR large guns. The difference becomes appar-
ent when you look at the front of the rifle. The Scalpel 
has two separate barrels capable of firing at once or in 
sequence. This allows for a quick double-tap at a dis-
tance. 

This is possible thanks to a unique hybrid of a bolt 
action rifle and a revolver. The magazine is double 
stacked and loads sideways, which is very unconven-
tional but no magazine sticking out the bottom of the 
gun means you can get closer to the ground which 
might be pretty useful if you are trying to keep a low 
profile.

KSAR are all about giving you as much bang for your 
buck as they possibly can and still make a profit. As 
long as you buy from a licensed retailer you get the 
rifle, a protective case, four magazines, and a scope 
with vision enhancement for low light or low visibility 
environment. Compared to other brands this is a very 
good option if you are on a budget and with the 
ever-growing KSAR retail network, it shouldn't be too 
hard to find a retailer near you.

Double Barrel

8x Enhanced Optical Scope

8 Round Double Stack Magazine

Angled Grip

Ravager-212 Twin Shotgun

Coda Pistol

Custodian SMG



Just like other KSAR weapons, the Scalpel uses a 
common caliber so you never have trouble finding 
ammo. 7.62mm may be a little small for a sniper rifle 
but considering the double-barrel design, it delivers a 
punch equivalent to larger rounds with a fraction of 
the recoil. 

In conclusion, the Scalpel is a well-rounded entry-level 
bolt action solution that you can get for a reasonable 
price. Just keep in mind that you are going to need two 
silencers for this bad boy.





Atzkav

We at Direct Hit love the exotic guns as much as 
anyone else, but Lightning Bolt Co. has taken it to a 
whole new level. A very new player on the weapons 
market, founded in 2921, the majority of their con-
tracts are with private military companies and individ-

Lightning Bolt Co. (LBOC)

The Lightning Bolt Co’s entire personal and ship lineup 
is based on electron charges. The weapons are based 
on firing a charged projectile. The fact that the dis-
charge looks like a lightning storm is just a welcome 
bonus. Upon impact, the projectile electrocutes the 
target damaging electronic systems and stunning the 
enemy. The second hit, however, will trigger an electric 
discharge damaging anything in close proximity to the 
target.

At the moment the personal weapon lineup is some-
what small consisting only of the Atzkav rifle and 
Yubarev pistol. LBOC wouldn’t provide a comment on 
whether they plan to expand the series with other 
weapons, but with the history and innovative mind of 
their CEO, we think we can expect an assault rifle from 
their workshop soon.



Atzkav can be considered a rare gun. Very few gun 
stores in the UEE actually stock it. Due to its outland-
ish design, it is also on the more expensive end of the 
spectrum. However, that doesn’t take the fun out of it. 

In essence, Atzkav is a bolt action energy rifle. Cycling 
of the bolt realigns the capacitors in the barrel of the 
rifle. When you pull the trigger the muzzle flash can 
only be described as a lightning storm and it’s almost 
certain to surprise a first time shooter. With its com-
bined design, the Atzkav can deliver energy type pro-
jectiles at a range comparable to ballistic rifles which 
only serves as a testament to LBOC’s engineering. The 
major drawbacks are the massive heat discharge when 
firing and the somewhat large cost of the batteries.

All in the Atzkav is tailored more towards an experi-
enced shooter than anyone else. It’s not that you 
couldn’t use it to its full potential but only a true pro-
fessional can justify the operating costs.




